Design Technology for
Fashion and Interiors
The Design Technology for Fashion and Interiors program is exciting and innovative! Students who have an interest in the design of clothing and interiors will benefit from this two-year program that is centered on instruction in the principles and elements of design as they relate to fashion and interiors. Students are introduced to the use of technology in the design process through computer-aided drafting.

**HISTORY**
The Design Technology for Fashion and Interiors program is a result of a conversion of the Clothing/Apparel/Textile Management Production and Services program once offered in selected Mississippi schools. The new Design Technology program is currently being offered to students in grades 10-12, in 15 schools in the state.

(1) Kossuth High School
Kossuth, MS

(2) Joe Barnes Vocational Center
Rosedale, MS

(3) Choctaw Co. Vocational Center
Ackerman, MS

(4) Hinds County Agricultural High
Utica, MS

(5) Jackson Career Development Center
Jackson, MS

(6) Jefferson County Vocational Center
Fayette, MS

(7) Oak Grove High School
Hattiesburg, MS

(8) Marion County Voc. Center
Columbia, MS

(9) Neshoba County Vocational Center
Philadelphia, MS

(10) Newton Career Center
Newton, MS

(11) Pearl River Central High School
Carriere, MS

(12) McComb Vocational Center
McComb, MS

(13) Simpson County Voc. Tech Center
Mendenhall, MS

(14) Wayne County Vocational Complex
Waynesboro, MS

(15) Winston Louisville Vocational Center
Louisville, MS

**PROGRAM DESCRIPTION**
The Design Technology for Fashion and Interiors program is exciting and innovative! Students who have an interest in the design of clothing and interiors will benefit from this two-year program that is centered on instruction in the principles and elements of design as they relate to fashion and interiors. Students are introduced to the use of technology in the design process through computer-aided drafting.

**PROGRAM OBJECTIVES**
Students enrolled in the program will learn the principles and elements of design as they relate to fashion and interiors. The advanced technology that they learn will allow them to take their design ideas from concept to reality. Students will sketch a design and, through the use of a computer, transfer the design into a pattern or floor plan.